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Magic in the paddock.

I entered the paddock,
Traumatised and lost,
Unable to connect to myself,
Unable to feel and identify my emotions.
So uncertain of myself and the journey that I was about to embark on.
My first session felt so daunting.
Do I have what it takes to face this?
Will I survive?
I wanted to run and retreat back to my safe space.
To go back to being unseen and disconnected seemed more real, and safe.
Feeling the presence of the two ladies silently standing there in the paddock,
Knowing they are there to keep me safe,
Yet my heart began to feel a sense of panic –
The horses are stirring so much emotion inside of me!
My mind began to scream within,
All the secrets,
Please, don’t see me,
Please, don’t touch me,
I knew if I ran and never returned,
I would remain the same - and I couldn’t face that any longer.
There was only one way: to stay and face the journey of owning my story.
The paddock became to me my God-sent haven for healing.
It became my safe place where many gifts were given to me to unwrap...
The blend of Nicola and Sarah’s gifts and talents,
Mixed and entwined with the way of the horse.

An incredible journey of the heart was about to begin...

The gift of becoming aware of one’s deepest emotions...
As I stood in front of the horses
so many different emotions would flood up within me.
Who’s emotions were these? Mine, the horses, or someone else’s?
They are so intense and strong and all over the place! So much so that at first I was unable to even touch them!

Surges of pain engulfed me,
Fear rose up within me.
I desperately wanted to numb it all again.
It took all my strength to just stand there.
I became aware that the horses were mirroring my own feelings back to me.
They reflected truthfully, graciously, and sometimes painfully, a whole range of emotions:
As I went from horse to horse
Feelings of uncertainty and rejection,
A sense of being tolerated,
Feeling of being dominated and being controlled,
Love and calmness,
Would emerge from within me.
Experiencing and facing my emotions like this was so exhausting.
At the end of a session the horses would lie on the ground, exhausted too,
And I would retreat home to collapse in my bed and get some well-earned sleep.

The gift of the nurturer...

A horse became my teacher and guide.
A nurturing relationship began to form,
Filled with compassion and empathy;
Calming me, protecting me and nudging me.
Using the herd she was gently
over time taking me towards what scares me.
Beyond that showing me
that she was reflecting the true nurturer in me as
The child, the teenager and the adult woman.
Leaving me in awe of the Magic in the Paddock.

The gift of letting go and being...

The journey of exploring and finding myself
Was both daunting and exhilarating all at once.
There were certain tasks that I was requested to do with the horses.
I tried and tried so hard and all I got from the horses was resistance, over and over again.
I became frustrated, angry and almost desperate as I exhausted my options.
Eventually I threw my hands up in the air and stopped trying.
I began to learn to let go and be.
I was so surprised at how the horses began to respond.
Learning to let go and flow with who I am.
To begin to feel my own rhythm...
I felt peace and calm in the eye of the raging storm I had known for so long.

The gift of observing...

When I was unable to interact and connect directly with them,
I would stand at a safe distance and simply watch them interact.
It felt as if they were putting on a show just for me A show filled with life’s lessons in a conflict situation.
I was amazed and stunned. How did they know I need this, how did it work?
I began to clearly see what emotions were my own and what was not mine to take on.
I began to identify what emotional triggers caused me to spiral into the vicious cycle of
shame,
Gradually breaking the chains of silence, secrecy and judgement.
I became aware of my own behaviour patterns and others’ behaviour patterns.
I came to gradually learn the difference between reacting and responding.
The metaphors and insight that I experienced in the paddock
Lived on outside the paddock.
They became valuable tools and gifts
That I could reflect on and put into practice
As situations came my way.

The gift of moving from the past, to the present, to
the future...
There were times I felt so discouraged and felt I couldn’t go on.
The swamp I found myself in was too dark to find my way out.
How the equinox team worked together as one,
Each displaying their gifts and talents,
Both man and horse in unison.
Creating the spaces I was asked to create.
The experience of taking a horse into the space I created.
Suddenly the Magic in the Paddock began to happen.
Spontaneously other horses would join in.
They were putting the pieces of the puzzle together for me,
Unlocking so much hope for me in such a dark place.
Creating a picture,
Showing me
How far I had come,
Where I am now,
And where I still need to go.

The gift of learning to set boundaries and learning
new patterns...
There were some really funny embarrassing moments,
Facing owning my own space,
Not letting the horse into it.
How we wrestled! It took everything out of me.
Me wrestling within myself;
The horse’s power and determination
Stirring hidden emotions deep within,
Increasing my awareness of my own inability.
I landed up with my butt in a bucket,
Legs in the air and a horse’s nose in my face!
Boundary lines had been crossed.
Hidden patterns had started to emerge.

The horses are such great teachers,
Giving me what I needed to find my way through the swamp.
The swamp itself became filled with practical opportunities A safe place to expose and address my thinking patterns and habits
That needed to be broken;
A place for new patterns to be created!
Change began to happen inside me as I experienced life in the paddock.
Momentary glimpses of feelings of gratitude and joy began to emerge.
What gems lay in the paddock!
They taught me how to begin to play again,
To laugh at myself and have a bit of fun.
Finally I began to trust and open myself up to the horses.
It was as if they wanted to lead me somewhere,
To take me places But not without my permission.
The nurturer had waited until I was ready and willing.
Then the Magic of the Paddock gave me an indescribable gift!

The gift of pain that deserves to be felt and owned.
I just couldn’t face the root of my emotion that I feared the most:
I was unable to show up with the vulnerable me,
So a horse showed up!
It began to make itself vulnerable.
I could feel myself feeling one with the horse.
I tried to fight it.
Gently and slowly the horse lay down beside me.
My breath became one with its breath,
Breathing heavily and deeply,
Each breath connecting me more and more with myself.
My body shaking with waves as its body shook.
I was afraid - I knew this place!
The place where my life was stolen,
Again and again and again.
I didn’t want to feel it again!

The horse would sit up, dazed, and lie down - again and again,
Each time inviting me to connect deeper,
Revisiting my emotions of fear, guilt, worthlessness…
And deeper still:
The shame – the silence, the secrecy and the judgement …
And deeper still:
Revisiting my emotions of rejection, resentment, loneliness…
The criticism, ridicule and the blame
That I had felt for so long within myself.
The horse made deep groaning sounds of pain that echoed familiar through my soul.
Our intestines began churning like a washing machine within.
The horse’s body began to quiver and shake as every cell of my body within me
shook.
Then there was this incredible calm in a serene silence,
And utter sadness began to be released within me;
Taking me to its core,
Deep into the fullness of woe.
Vulnerable and exposed, we remained in the silence
Till my heart felt this is it, I am okay.

I had made it, I had survived!

Freed from the prison of secrets!
Healed, but not perfect!
To feel again is such a gift to me.
Being able to feel grateful to God my Father;
For creating me and creating the way of the horse.
For using the magic of the paddock to bring me to a place of owning my story.
It feels good to be one with myself and one with my Creator.
Integrated with my past,
Present in the moment,
Enjoying deeper, richer and fuller relationships.
To have a life with hope and a future.

Sarah and Nicola, thank you so much for
Your many kind words and encouragement.
You both have been a very instrumental part of my journey
And have carried me through some very dark and scary places.
Deep within my soul I am forever grateful to you both;
For allowing your talents and gifts
To serve and impact me to the core of my being.
Your silent presence, your observations, the metaphors and all that you shared
Really guided and aided me, giving me many tools in my healing process.
Thank you for the indescribable gift of the Magic in the Paddock to me.
What a privilege it is to have experienced all that the equinox trust had to offer!
You are a dynamic team that hold an incredible space.
What a privilege it is to experience your team in such a profound way,
As I would call it,
Magic in the Paddock!
Much love
Mel

